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Abstract

The interaction processes between incident N or Ti atoms and the TiN(001) surface are simulated by classical molecular dynamics based on the second nearest-neighbor modified embedded-atom method potentials. The simulations are carried out for substrate temperatures between 300–700 K and kinetic energies of the incident atoms within the range of 0.5–10 eV. When N atoms impact against the surface, adsorption, resputtering and reflection of particles are observed; several unique atomic mechanisms are identified to account for these interactions, in which the adsorption could occur due to the atomic exchange process while the resputtering and reflection may simultaneously occur. The impact position of incident N atoms on the surface plays an important role in determining the interaction modes. Their occurrence probabilities are dependent on the kinetic energy of incident N atoms but independent on the substrate temperature. When Ti atoms are the incident particles, adsorption is the predominant interaction mode between particles and the surface. This results in the much smaller initial sticking coefficient of N atoms on the TiN(001) surface compared with that of Ti atoms. Stoichiometric TiN is promoted by N/Ti flux ratios larger than one.
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1. Introduction

The B1-structured TiN possesses both ceramic and metallic characteristics, resulting in its outstanding mechanical and distinctive physical properties, such as good resistance to wear and corrosion, golden color, low electrical resistivity, high thermal stability, high reflectance in the red and infrared, and desirable biocompatibility. Therefore, TiN coatings and films have wide protective or functional applications such as wear-resistant hard coatings on cutting tools, corrosion-resistant coatings on mechanical parts, decorative overlayers on end-products, diffusion barriers in microelectronics devices, anti-reflective layers on optical components, and biomedical protective coatings on orthopedic and dental implants [1–6]. Their performances closely depend on their microstructures, which are mainly determined by the production conditions. TiN coatings and films are usually produced by various physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques, where the relationship among deposition parameters, microstructures and performances has always been the focus of extensive experimental researches. However, the
results are sometimes incompatible, probably due to the complexity of the PVD process resulting in the mutual effects of different deposition parameters, e.g., a variation in one deposition parameter will unintentionally change others [7]. Furthermore, the essential reason is the lack of the fundamental understanding of the TiN film growth process, which is intrinsically a non-equilibrium phenomenon governed by the interplay of thermodynamic driving force and kinetic atomic diffusion and adsorption processes on surfaces. The current atomic-level experimental techniques, such as low energy electron diffraction and scanning tunneling microscopy, have allowed the direct visualization of atomic structures of surfaces, but they cannot resolve the kinetic process of atoms at picosecond scale [8, 9]; therefore, atomistic simulation has become a valuable complementary method for the study of film growth at atomic scale. Films could grow by atomic units [10] or nanometer-sized clusters [11] during the PVD, which therefore is generally simplified as an atomic deposition process [12] or an atomic cluster deposition process [13]. PVD processes have been modeled via classical molecular dynamics (CMD) simulations based on these two models [12–18].

The TiN film growth during the PVD is primarily attributed to the fluxes of atomic N and Ti reacting on the surface of substrate [10]. Therefore, it can be regarded as an atomic deposition process, where the overlay material is deposited atom-by-atom. Density functional calculation by Gall et al. shows that the N, Ti adatoms and TiN$_x$ admolecule ($x=1–3$) are the primary diffusing species, and their diffusion behavior are affected by the incident N/Ti flux ratio [19]. Sangiovanni et al. [9, 20] investigated the transport kinetics of the N, Ti adatoms and TiN$_x$ admolecule ($x=1–3$) on the TiN(001) surface using MD simulations, and their results indicate that the dominant N-containing admolecule species and the film growth modes depend upon the incident N/Ti adsorption ratio. These investigations were mainly focused on identifying the diffusing species and their transport processes on the TiN surface, and also found the important role of the N/Ti adsorption ratio on the film growth. Hence, the CMD study of the interaction processes between incident atoms and the substrate surface is required to allow one to understand the effect of the incident fluxes of atomic N and Ti on the resulting N/Ti adsorption ratio. In addition, the sticking coefficient of incident atoms calculated by CMD simulations provides much convenience compared with its challenging experimental measurement [21, 22], and the value can serve as the input parameter for some analytic deposition models and directly guide the deposition parameter selection [23]. Most CMD studies of the film deposition do not cover this field due to the nearly complete adsorption of incident metal atoms and clusters on the substrate surface, while the interaction between the incident light N atom and the substrate surface is significantly different. An atomic insight into this interaction will deepen the understanding of the TiN film growth, and also provides an instance of studying the interaction behavior of other incident light atoms or gas molecules on solid surfaces by CMD simulations.

Our previous research using an atomic deposition model has revealed the growth mechanism of the TiN film [12]. In this work, we use the similar CMD model and the same interatomic potentials to investigate the interactions between incident N or Ti atoms and the TiN(001) surface. The different atomistic response mechanisms of these interaction processes are revealed, and the initial sticking coefficients of atomic N or Ti on the TiN(001) surface are calculated. The effects of the substrate temperature and the kinetic energy of incident atoms on them are discussed.
2. Computational method

The interatomic potential is a key element to any CMD simulation which determines the feasibility and reliability of the CMD simulation. The second nearest-neighbor modified embedded-atom method (2NN MEAM) considers the directivity of bonds and the interaction between the 2NN atoms, and contains the universal Ziegler–Biersack–Littmark repulsive interaction [24] accounting for the interatomic collision at close separation. Therefore, it is suitable to describe the atomic interaction process of incident atoms with surfaces. The 2NN MEAM potential parameters for Ti, N and Ti–N are taken from Kim et al. [25], Lee et al. [26] and our previous work [12]. The cutoff distance $r_c$ of all potentials is 4.8 Å, which is between the third and fourth nearest-neighbor distances of the hexagonal close packed Ti crystal.

The CMD model in Fig. 1 are used to resolve the interaction process between incident atoms and the TiN(001) surface. The substrate is created from the B1 crystal structure with the $x$, $y$, and $z$ axes corresponding to the crystallographic directions [100], [010] and [001]. Its dimensions are $5a_T \times 5a_T \times 5a_T$, where $a_T$ is the lattice constant of TiN at temperature $T$ and its values were taken from our previous work [12]. The substrate is periodic along $x$ and $y$ directions, so it can be regarded as an infinite slab in the $x$-$y$ plane. The substrate is divided into three regions: the bottom three layers of atoms are fixed to avoid the substrate drift due to the momentum transfer from incident atoms; the Nosé-Hoover thermostat is applied to the middle region to simulate the approximately isothermal condition under which the film growth usually occurs; the top two layers of atoms are free to enable their interactions with incident atoms. The substrate is relaxed for 20 ps to reach the equilibrium state at $T$. Then an atomic impact process is initiated by injecting one N or Ti atom from an initial height $H$ above the substrate surface and a random site in the $x$-$y$ incident plane, followed by the whole system relaxation for another 2 ps. Here, $H$ is 0.1 Å larger than $r_c$ to avoid the effect of the substrate surface on the incident atom before the injection, and also to make the interaction between them immediately occur after the injection to save the computational time. The incident atom is assigned an initial kinetic energy $E_k$ and the normal motion direction towards the substrate surface. Within the second relaxation period if any atom attempts to move through a virtual wall above the incident plane with a distance of 0.1 Å, the incident atom is considered as un-adsorbed, otherwise it is considered as adsorbed. One impact cycle is terminated by this identification, and the next cycle starts by injecting one atom with the same kinetic energy form another random location in the same $x$-$y$ incident plane towards another substrate undergoing the same initial relaxation. For each species of incident atom 500 cycles are performed to finish one simulation. The numbers of the total cycles and adsorption events are accumulated as $N_{inc}$ and $N_{ads}$, respectively. The initial sticking coefficient, which describes the probability of adsorption of incident atoms on the surface at the zero coverage, could be defined as:

$$S_{10} = \frac{N_{ads}}{N_{inc}}$$

(1)

The interaction processes of N and Ti on the TiN(001) surface are simulated when $T = 300–700$ K and $E_k = 0.5–10$ eV, which are within typical operational conditions of sputtering deposition for TiN films [19, 27]. All simulations are performed using the open source code LAMMPS [28] including the MEAM module with input parameters set as ialloy = 0 and ibar = 3. The integration time step is 1 fs. The velocity Verlet algorithm is used to solve the motion equations of atoms. The atomic configurations are visualized by the free software AtomEye [29].
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Interactions of incident N atoms on the TiN(001) surface

The impact of energetic particles on a solid surface could result in adsorption, sputtering and reflection. All these interaction processes occur during the impact of incident N atoms with the TiN(001) surface, furthermore three unique atomic mechanisms as well as three conventional mechanisms are observed to be responsible for these processes. They are illustrated by the time resolved impact processes under the incident condition of $T = 500 \text{ K}$ and $E_k = 10 \text{ eV}$ as shown in Fig. 2 (the corresponding animations are supplied as Supplementary Material available with this article online). The left subfigures show the atomic configurations of the top partition of the substrate and a flying incident atom when the impact is initiated at $t = 0 \text{ fs}$, where the rectangles restrict the observed spaces for the right series of smaller subfigures. Two different colored rectangles on the left subfigures in Fig. 2(a)–(d) indicate the change of the observed spaces for the right subfigures, and the specific observed space of each subfigure can be determined by its area. Each series of small subfigures arranging from left to right and then from top to bottom resolve the impact process with the time elapse. The observation time step $\Delta t$ of the small subfigures in Fig. 2(a) is 10 fs, and the values of $\Delta t_{\text{obs}}$ are 10 fs and 15 fs for the first row and the second to the third rows of the small subfigures in Fig. 2(b), respectively. The observation moment of each small subfigure in Fig. 2(c)–(f) is explicitly marked. The odd rows of small subfigures in Fig. 2(c)–(f) are orthographically viewed as the following even rows of small subfigures with only substrate surface atoms and incident atoms, where the location evolution of the incident atom and surface atoms in the incident direction can be distinctly observed.

Fig. 2(a) shows the conventional direct adsorption process of the incident N atom from the gas phase on the TiN(001) surface. The incident N atom gradually approaches the surface until $t = 60 \text{ fs}$; then it penetrates into the surface and is trapped at the location near the lattice site of the surface atom N1. At $t = 70 \text{ fs}$ the incident atom begins to move out with a reverse velocity component vertical to the surface due to the recoil force effect from the substrate. Since the large fraction of the kinetic energy of the incident atom has been transferred to the substrate during the impact and the drag of N1 on the incident atom is strong, the incident atom exhausts its energy of escaping from the surface and the escaping height reaches the limit at $t = 190 \text{ fs}$. Then the incident atom is gradually pulled back until adsorbed on the surface, and then oscillates around N1 in $t = 240$–1000 fs. The adsorbed atom finally rests in a three-fold position at the center of a triangle formed by a N terrace atom and the two nearest Ti surface atoms, which has been proved to be the dynamic equilibrium site of the N adatom on the TiN(001) surface by Sangiovanni et al. [30]. Fig. 2(b) shows another unique adsorption process. In $t = 0$–60 fs the incident atom approaches and then penetrates the substrate surface in the same way above to occupy the lattice site of the surface atom N2 together with N2. In $t = 60$–80 fs the incident atom gradually occupies the surface lattice site exclusively, while N2 is ejected onto the surface since it achieves the large fraction of the kinetic energy of the incident atom and is also recoiled by other substrate atoms. This process is generally called the atomic exchange, which has contributed to explain the interfacial mixing phenomena during the Ni/Cu/Ni multilayer growth, the deposition of Au on the Ag(110) surface and the deposition of Pt on the Au(100) surface [31–33]. After $t = 80 \text{ fs}$ the adsorption process of N2 replays the similar scenario with that illustrated in Fig. 2(a) except that N2 becomes the adsorbed atom while the incident atom becomes the surface atom. It indicates that the adsorption process can
proceed by the atomic exchange mechanism. Fig. 2(c) shows that an atomic exchange event occurs between the incident atom and the surface atom N3 in $t = 0–90$ fs, but due to the collision N3 achieves enough kinetic energy and appropriate momentum to keep the outward motion after $t = 90$ fs, finally N3 escapes from the surface into the gas phase. This is the conventional resputtering process of the surface atom induced by the incident atom. Fig. 2(d) shows the conventional reflection process of the incident atom. The incident atom retains enough kinetic energy and appropriate momentum to escape from the surface after its collision with the surface atom Ti1, moving into the gas phase at $t = 130$ fs, while Ti1 finally returns its original dynamics equilibrium site after a significant oscillation induced by the collision. Fig. 2(e) shows a unique process of the reflection and resputtering simultaneously occurring in an impact process, resulting in a pair of separate N atoms leaving off the surface. The incident atom is reflected after the collision with the surface atom N4, while N4 is knocked below its lattice site. Then N4 is also resputtered into the gas phase due to the significant recoil force mainly from the Ti atom below N4. The pair of atoms finally moves along two different directions off the surface. Fig. 2(f) shows another mechanism responsible for the simultaneous sputtering and reflection process. The incident atom and the impacted surface N atom are reflected and resputtered in a short time interval, and the former has an additional drag effect on the latter, resulting in the formation of a N$_2$ molecule which finally moves away from the surface. This scenario is consistent with the ab initio MD result [30].

In summary, the impact of an incident N atom with the TiN(001) surface could result in adsorption, resputtering and reflection due to the complicated collision response of the incident atom and the substrate atoms. These interaction processes could proceed by several different atomic mechanisms, which mainly depend on the kinetic energy and momentum transfers between the incident N atom and the TiN(001) surface. The incident atom will get trapped if it loses enough kinetic energy to the substrate, and finally it is adsorbed on the surface directly or occupies the lattice site of the surface N atom by the atomic exchange mechanism, while that surface N atom is adsorbed on the surface or is resputtered into the gas phase with appropriate momentum; otherwise the incident atom will be reflected, or at the same time one surface N atom will also be resputtered. This pair of N atoms could move away from the surface in the mode of two separate individuals or a N$_2$ molecule.

In order to reveal the correlation of atomic interaction with the impact location of incident atoms on the TiN(001) surface, the initial positions in the x-y plane of all 500 incident atoms for one simulation are projected onto the same substrate surface as shown in Fig. 3(a). The atoms in the top two layers of the substrate are plotted in their lattice sites. The incident atoms are marked as crosses, and colored by their atomic interactions with the substrate surface including the adsorption, resputtering and reflection of a single N atom and the simultaneous resputtering and reflection of a pair of N atoms. Fig. 3(a) shows that 500 incident atoms randomly impact the different possible adsorption sites of the surface. Meanwhile, the surface atoms are located around different dynamic equilibrium sites after the substrate relaxation. Therefore, it is sound to statistically analyze the atomic interactions between the incident atom and the surface by this simulation. For the convenience of analysis, the distribution of atoms in Fig. 3(a) is contracted into that in Fig. 3(b) by scaling with $a_T$, where the true coordinate $(x_i, y_i)$ of any atom is transformed into the dimensionless coordinate $(x'_i, y'_i)$ by the following equations:

$$x'_i = x_i - \text{int}(x_i/a_T), \quad y'_i = y_i - \text{int}(y_i/a_T)$$  (2)
where the function int() approximates to the closest smaller integer number. By this transformation method the incident atom distributions in the contraction coordinate systems at different substrate temperatures are plotted in Fig. 3(c)–(f). It can be seen that the initial position distributions of incident atoms occurring different interactions with the substrate surface at different temperatures are similar, indicating these interaction processes preference is independent of the substrate temperature. The impact position plays an important role on determining the interaction modes. The adsorption-favored impact sites are the areas around the surface N atoms marked by the black crosses; the resputtering-favored impact sites are also the areas around but a bit further from the surface N atoms marked by both the blue crosses and the green crosses; other surface sites, especially the positions around the surface Ti atoms, are favored by the reflections marked by both the red crosses and the green crosses. The reflection predominates the interactions, while the adsorption and the reflection have the similar probabilities when $T = 300–700$ K and $E_k = 10$ eV.

In order to further assess the contribution of each atomic interaction to the impact process of the incident N atom on the TiN(001) surface, for each simulation with 500 separate impact events the number of resputtering processes is compared with that of reflection processes as shown in Fig. 4, where the number of simultaneous resputtering and reflection is also included in the former two numbers. The subfigures at different $T$ are similar, again indicating these interaction processes are independent of the substrate temperature. The resputtering, often accompanied by the reflection resulting in a pair of N atoms leaving off the surface, seldom occurs when $E_k$ is small. Until $E_k$ increases to 10eV the resputtering gets much active, and the isolated one without accompanying reflection begins to appear, the numbers of which are 2, 0, 9, 1 and 4 for $T = 300, 400, 500, 600$ and 700 K, indicating the little contribution of the isolated resputtering to the impact process. The reflection strengthens significantly with the increase of $E_k$, and its probability is much larger than that of resputtering. The reflection begins to predominate the interactions when $E_k$ reaches 2 eV, but gets saturated after $E_k = 4$ eV. The adsorption is the contrary to the resputtering and reflection interactions. Its dependence on $T$ and $E_k$ is discussed via the initial sticking coefficient $S_{c0}$, which is calculated by equation (1) using the data from Fig. 4. The curves of $S_{c0}$–$E_k$ at different temperatures in Fig. 5 irregularly wind each other, indicating the independence of $S_{c0}$ on $T$. While the effect of $E_k$ on $S_{c0}$ is significant. In order for an incident atom to be adsorbed after colliding with a solid surface, it needs to lose the energy associated with the component of momentum normal to the surface; here for the normal impact the incident atom needs to lose enough of its kinetic energy, resulting in $S_{c0}$ being inversely proportional with $E_k$. Therefore, $S_{c0}$ decreases sharply from 0.864–0.884 at $E_k = 0.5$ eV to 0.16–0.218 at $E_k = 4$ eV, especially its near-linear change in the region of 1–3 eV completely follows the energy loss assumption above. $S_{c0}$ decreases weakly with $E_k$ after it reaches 4 eV due to the saturation of reflection, and gets 0.17–0.184 at $E_k = 10$ eV.

3.2. Interactions of incident Ti atoms on the TiN(001) surface

The same simulation procedure is also applied to study the interactions of incident Ti atoms with the TiN(001) surface. The incident Ti atom is observed to be adsorbed on the four-fold hollow site, which is the dynamic equilibrium site of the Ti adatom on the TiN(001) surface proved by another MD study [34]. In current value ranges of $T$ and $E_k$, the adsorption completely predominates the interactions, and the reflection or resputtering of Ti atoms is not observed. The CMD simulation of Cu atoms impacting the Cu surface indicates that the reflection occurs only when $E_k > 20$ eV [35]. Here the maximum value of $E_k$ is 10 eV, which
should be below the low limit of the incident energy activating the Ti reflection. When $E_k \geq 1.5$ eV the resputtering of surface N atoms is observed, but its probability is much smaller than that in the case of the N atoms impacting with the TiN(001) surface. Fig. 6. shows that the number of the resputtered N atoms increases with $E_k$ and reaches a small peak value of 7, indicating the resputtering of N atoms negligible contributing to the interaction, meanwhile it has the weak dependence of $T$. The initial sticking coefficient of Ti atoms on the TiN(001) surface approximates one, which agrees with the common assumption [23]; it is much larger compared with that of N atoms, indicating that the incident N atom is less apt to be adsorbed on the TiN(001) surface. Therefore, in order to get the stoichiometric TiN film the N/Ti flux ratio should be larger than one and be increased when deposition under high energy.

4. Conclusions

With CMD simulations adopting the 2NN MEAM potentials, the interaction processes between incident N or Ti atoms and the TiN(001) surface are studied under the conditions of normal incidence within the substrate temperature range of 300–700 K and the kinetic energy of incident atoms range of 0.5–10 eV. The results show that the impact of incident N atoms with the surface could result in the N adsorption by the direct impact from the gas phase or by the atomic exchange process, the resputtering of the surface N atom, and the reflection of the incident N atom. The resputtering and reflection may simultaneously occur, resulting in a pair of separate N atoms or a N$_2$ molecule leaving off the surface. The impact position of incident N atoms on the surface plays an important role in determining the interaction modes. The adsorption-favored sites are the areas around the surface N atoms; the resputtering-favored sites are also the areas around but a bit further from the surface N atoms; other surface areas, especially the positions around the surface Ti atoms, are favored by the reflection. With the increase of the incident energy, the adsorption weakens as the reflection and resputtering strengthen until they reach their own saturated states at different incident energy thresholds. While their occurrence probabilities are independent on the substrate temperature. In the case of the incident Ti atom, adsorption is the predominant interaction mode between particles and the surface. This results in the much smaller initial sticking coefficient of N atoms on the TiN(001) surface compared with that of Ti atoms. To get the stoichiometric TiN film the N/Ti flux ratio should be larger than one and be increased with the higher incident energy.
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Fig. 1. CMD model of the impact of incident N or Ti atoms against the TiN(001) surface.
Fig. 2. Time-resolved interaction processes between incident N atoms and TiN(001) surfaces at $T = 500$ K and $E_k = 10$ eV (see also Supplementary Animations 1–6): N adsorption by the direct impact from the gas phase (a) or by the atomic exchange mechanism (b); (c) resputtering of the surface N atom; (d) reflection of the incident N atom; simultaneous reflection and resputtering resulting in a pair of separate N atoms (e) or a N$_2$ molecule (f) leaving off the surface.
Fig. 3. Initial position distributions of the incident N atoms occurring different interactions with the TiN(001) surfaces: in the true coordinate system at $T = 500$ K (a); in the contraction coordinate system at $T = 500$ K (b), $T = 300$ K (c), $T = 400$ K (d), $T = 600$ K (e) and $T = 700$ K (f).

Fig. 4. Variations of the number of resputtering processes and that of reflection processes with $T$ and $E_k$: (a) $T = 300$ K, (b) $T = 400$ K, (c) $T = 500$ K, (d) $T = 600$ K and (e) $T = 700$ K.
Fig. 5. Variations of $S_{c0}$ of the atomic N on the TiN(001) surface with $T$ and $E_k$.

Fig. 6. Variations of the number of the resputtered N atoms with $T$ and $E_k$. 
**Supplementary materials**

Supplementary Animation 1. N adsorption by the direct impact from the gas phase.
Supplementary Animation 2. N adsorption by the atomic exchange.
Supplementary Animation 3. Resputtering of the surface N atom.
Supplementary Animation 4. Reflection of the incident N atom.
Supplementary Animation 5. Simultaneous resputtering and reflection resulting in a pair of separate N atoms leaving off the surface.
Supplementary Animation 6. Simultaneous resputtering and reflection resulting in a \( \text{N}_2 \) molecule leaving off the surface.

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2015.11.090](http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2015.11.090).

**Highlights**

Interactions of incident N or Ti atoms with TiN(001) surface are studied by CMD. The impact position of incident N on the surface determines the interaction modes. Adsorption could occur due to the atomic exchange process. Resputtering and reflection may simultaneously occur. The initial sticking coefficient of N on TiN(001) is much smaller than that of Ti.
Time-resolved interaction processes of incident N atoms with TiN(001) surfaces at $T=500$ K and $E_x=10$ eV

- **N adsorption**
  - by the direct impact from the gas phase
  - by the atomic exchange mechanism

- **Reflection** of the incident N atom

- **Resputtering** of the surface N atom

- **Simultaneous reflection and resputtering** resulting in
  - a pair of separate N atoms off the surface
  - a $N_2$ molecule off the surface